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Influence of fluctuations of plasma large neutral amino
acids with normal diets on the clinical response to
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SUMMARY Plasma large neutral amino acids (LNAAs) compete with levodopa for entry into the
brain. Fluctuations in plasma LNAA concentrations could therefore contribute to variability in
clinical response to levodopa. The hourly plasma levodopa, plasma LNAAs and clinical response

were investigated in 11 fluctuating Parkinsonian patients on a regular hospital diet. The fluctuations
in plasma levodopa were 2 to 3 times greater than the fluctuations ofplasma LNAAs. The correlation
between clinical response and plasma levodopa was substantially improved in only one patient by
considering plasma LNAAs and calculating relative levodopa flux into brain. Although plasma
LNAAs significantly increased during the day, the patients' clinical status did not uniformly
deteriorate and mean afternoon clinical scores correlated better with mean plasma levodopa and
levodopa flux than with mean plasma LNAAs. Minimum effective concentrations of levodopa for
clinical response did not correlate with 9 am LNAA concentrations. It is concluded that in most
patients, the relatively small variation in plasma LNAAs in comparison with the large variations in
plasma levodopa indicates that fluctuations in LNAA are not an important contributor to the
fluctuating response to levodopa.

Levodopa is transported from plasma into brain by
the large neutral amino acid (LNAA) transport system
of the cerebral capillary endothelial cells.'-3 At the
normal plasma concentrations of LNAAs, this trans-
port system is largely saturated such that there is
competition between the various LNAAs for entry
into brain.45 Influx of levodopa into brain is thus
proportional to the plasma concentration of levodopa
relative to the concentrations of the other LNAAs.
Elevating plasma concentrations of LNAAs reduces
the entry of levodopa into rat brain'367 and human
brain8 and predictably, elevation of plasma LNAAs
inhibits the clinical response to intravenously adminis-
tered levodopa.9 High protein diets decrease the
response to levodopa and conversely low protein diets
enhance the response to levodopa.">'8
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Plasma amino acid concentrations fluctuate during
the day in response to endogenous hormonal influen-
ces and to meals'W22 and these fluctuations affect brain
concentrations of amino acids.2324 Moreover, each
person appears to have a unique and characteristic
plasma amino acid pattern.23 These fluctuations in
LNAAs as well as the individual patterns of plasma
amino acid concentrations could contribute to the
fluctuating response to levodopa and determine each
patient's sensitivity to levodopa.
We have investigated the hourly clinical response,

plasma levodopa concentrations and plasma LNAA
concentrations in 11 patients with Parkinson's disease
to determine: (1) the variation in plasma LNAAs
during the day on a regular hospital diet, (2) ifthe ratio
of plasma concentrations of levodopa and LNAAs
(levodopa flux) is a better predictor ofclinical response
than levodopa alone, (3) if plasma LNAA concentra-
tions predict sensitivity to levodopa, and (4) if increas-
ing plasma LNAA concentrations during the day
contributes to the apparent afternoon worsening in
some Parkinsonian patients.
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Methods

Subjects: Eleven patients (9 men and 2 women) with Parkin-
son's disease and a fluctuating response to levodopa (both
predictable "wearing off" and seemingly unpredictable "on-
off") participated in these studies after giving informed
consent. Average age was 59 years (range 44 to 67), average

disease duration 13 years (range 7 to 15 years) and average

"off' Hoehn and Yahr stage 4 (range 3 to 5). All were taking
levodopa with carbidopa (mean 1555 mg levodopa, range 80/
800 to 500/2000 [carbidopa/levodopa]). In addition, five were
receiving dopamine agonists and five were receiving anti-
cholinergics.
Protocol: Patients were hospitalised in the Clinical Research
Center and clinical ratings and plasma samples obtained
hourly from the first levodopa dose of the day (6 am to 8 am)
until bedtime (10 pm to 12 midnight). Diet was a standard
hospital self-select diet with 15% of the calories as protein.
Dietary intake was not monitored. Parkinsonian disability
was scored by speed oftapping, speed of arising from a chair,
walking a set distance and returning to the chair, and by
scores for dyskinesia (positive) and tremor (negative)
algebraically summed to give AIMs score.9 Sensitivity to
levodopa was equated with estimates of "threshold plasma
levodopa concentrations" or "minimal effective concen-
trations" derived from levodopa infusion studies.26 These
values were the first plasma levodopa concentrations recor-

ded after the patient "turned on" during an infusion of
levodopa at a constant rate (0 to 29 minutes after the clinical
change). Threshold date was available for nine of the 11

patients described in this report and from an additional seven

patients in whom only 9 am plasma LNAAs were measured.
Levodopa and amino acid analyses: Levodopa was measured
by high performance liquid chromatography with electro-
chemical detection.27 Plasma amino acids were measured by
an HPLC procedure involving precolumn derivatisation with
orthophthaldehyde (OPA) and fluorescence detection.28 An
internal standard, ,B-aminobutyric acid (BABA, 15 nmol),
was added to an aliquot ofplasma (100 p1), and proteins were
precipitated by the addition of 4 volumes of ethanol. The
precipitate was removed by centrifugation, and the super-
natant was derivatised with OPA and fractionated by
reversed-phase chromatography on a C18 column (Rainin,
Microsorb; 5 m particle size, 5 x 150 mm) using a gradient
elution from 20% methanol/80 mM sodium acetate to 70%
methanol/60 mM sodium acetate (pH 7.2). The intra-assay
variability for amino acids was less than 5%.
Data Analysis: The relative levodopa flux was calculated by
an equation derived from Pardridge,4

Levodopa flux
1 [L-DOPA]

Z[LNAAJ]Kmi
where [L-DOPA] is plasma levodopa concentration, [LNAA]
is plasma concentration ofeach LNAA and Km is the kinetic
constant for that amino acid. The LNAAs used to calculate
flux were tyrosine, phenylalanine, leucine, isoleucine and
valine and their Kms derived from those measured in
conscious rats.'

Because the clinical response often lags behind changes in
plasma levodopa concentrations,26 we not only examined the
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relation between clinical response and concurrent plasma
levodopa concentrations and fluxes, but also a "lagged"
relation calculated by averaging the concurrent levodopa
concentration or flux with the values from the preceding
hour.

Linear, logarithmic and exponential regression analyses,
paired t tests, analysis of variance with repeated measures
and least significant differences methods were used to assess
significance as indicated in text and tables.

Results

Diurnal variations in hourly plasma LNAAs and
levodopa
Standard deviations and ranges were used as estimates
of variability of plasma levodopa and LNAA concen-
trations. The first plasma levodopa determination of
the day was excluded from these calculations because
it was invariably low if the patients had been without
drug overnight. The standard deviation as a percent of
the mean concentration averaged 17% for total
plasma LNAAs and 43% for plasma levodopa. The
range, as a percent of the mean concentration
averaged 58% for LNAAs and 138% for levodopa.
Thus variability in plasma levodopa concentrations
was approximately two and one-half times that of
total plasma LNAAs as measured by standard devia-
tions and by ranges (table 1).

Correlation between clinical responses and levodopa
concentrations offlux
A significant linear correlation existed between
levodopa concentrations or fluxes and hourly tapping
scores in seven of 11 patients (fig 1, table 2); walking
speed in nine of 11 patients (table 3); AIMs in seven of

Table 1 Mean hourly plasma large neutral amino acids and
levodopa concentrations

Plasma LNAAs* Plasma levodopat

SD Range SD Range
Patients Mean (%)f (%)§ Mean (%) (%)§

1 496 15 55 9 5 39 138
2 628 17 51 6 63 168
3 658 15 47 10-4 43 176
4 560 12 44 14 2 29 148
5 710 26 98 9 3 40 119
6 633 22 62 74 35 111
7 525 14 45 5 9 38 139
8 661 1 1 40 9 4 71 261
9 599 20 79 13 4 41 132
10 747 9 68 10-7 38 128
11 548 15 51 8-9 33 98
Mean 615 17% 58% 9-6 43% 138%

*Sum of concentrations of Phe, Tyr, Leu, Ile and Val in nmol/ml.
tLevodopa in nmol/ml excluding first determination of the day.
$Standard deviation as percent of mean.
§Range as a percent of mean. Each patient mean represents 16 or 17
hourly measurements, except for patient 3 in whom only 12 observa-
tions were available.
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Plasma large neutral amino acids and response to levodopa

Table 2 Correlation between tapping scores andplasma
levodopa and levodopaflux

Linear correlation coefficients
Patient LDt Lagged LDt Flux§ Laggedfluxll

1 052* 0.70** 0-55* 0 74***
2 0.51* 0.65** 0-47 0-69**
3 0-34 0-56 0-39 0-58
4 0-36 0-44 0-36 0-46
5 -0-29 -0-11 0-07 0-40
6 0-25 0-25 0-34 0-45
7 0-30 0-41 0-33 0-46
8 0-66** 0-69** 0-68** 0 74***
9 0-81*** 0 83*** 0-73** 0 73***
10 0.54* 0.50* 0.51* 0-36
1 1 0-81*** 0-20 0-72*** 0-24

tConcurrent plasma levodopa concentration.
tAverage of preceding hour and concurrent plasma levodopa concen-
tration.
§Concurrent levodopa flux.
IlAverage of preceding hour and concurrent levodopa fluxes.
'Correlation significant at p < 0-05 = p < 0-01 =
p < 0-001 = ***-

the 10 patients with AIMs (data not shown) and mean
sitting blood pressure in five of nine subjects in whom
it was measured (data not shown). Subjects 3 and 7
had no significant correlation between any clinical
score and levodopa or levodopa flux, although subject
3 had 12 rather than 16 or 17 measurements and just
missed significance (p = 0-05 1). With the exception of
patient I 1, an equal or better correlation was obtained
with the average of the concurrent and previous hour
levodopa or levodopa flux (lagged values) than with
the concurrent values alone (tables 2 and 3). There was
no significant difference between correlations on
levodopa and on levodopa flux nor between correla-
tions on lagged levodopa and on lagged levodopa flux
(tables 2 and 3). In other words, considering the

Table 3 Correlation between walking times andplasma
levodopa and levodopaflux

Linear correlation coefficients

Patient LDt Lagged LD$ Flux§ Laggedfluxll

1 --0-30 -0-65** - 0-33 -0-68**
2 -0-26 - 0-63** -0-23 - 0-66**
3 -0-23 -0-40 -0-15 -0-29
4 -0-31 -0-65** -0-26 -0-68**
5 -0-15 -0-22 -0-43 -0-67*
6 -0 50* -0-75*** -0-51 -071***
7 -0-17 -0-37 -0-20 -0-40
8 - 0 56* -0 59* - 0-62* - 0-65**
9 -0-76*** -0.87*** -0.70** -0-81***
10 -0-45 -0-44 -0-50 -0.49*
11 - 0-67** -0-25 -0-58** -0-08
Mean -0-40 -0-53 -0-41 -0-56

See table 2 for notation. Increasing walking score implies worsening
Parkinsonism and thus the negative correlations. Lagged flux is
significantly different (p < 0-05) from LD by ANOVA with repeated
measures and differences between pairs of means evaluated by Least
Significant Difference technique.

plasma LNAAs by calculating relative flux did not
significantly improve correlation between plasma
levodopa and clinical response. Logarithmic or expon-
ential regressions did not consistently or substantially
improve on linear correlations (data not shown).

Correlation between clinical response andplasma
LNAAs
Hourly tapping, walking and AIM scores of subject 5
(fig 2) and AIM scores of subject 6 significantly
correlated with the concurrent plasma LNAA concen-
trations. Subject 5 had the greatest variability in
plasma LNAAs of all the patients and relatively low
variability in plasma levodopa concentrations (table
1). Variability in LNAA concentrations of subject 6
also exceeded the mean of the group and variability in
levodopa concentrations that was less than the mean
(table 1).

Comparison ofmorning and afternoon-evening plasma
LNAAs and clinical response
Plasma LNAAs increased an average of 19% during
the day, from a mean of 550 nmol/ml for the morning
hours (7 am to 12 noon) to 653 nmol/ml in the
afternoon and evening (4 pm to 9 pm) (table 4).
Levodopa tended to increase modestly in the after-
noon as well and the consequence was that the
calculated relative levodopa flux did not differ between
morning and afternoon-evening for the group of
patients as a whole (table 4). Likewise, there was no
consistent difference between morning clinical scores
(omitting the first score of the day) and the afternoon-
evening scores; some patients did better in the morn-
ing, some did better in the afternoon and some had a
similar response in the morning and afternoon. Thus
our group of patients did not substantiate the clinical
impression of declining response to levodopa in the
afternoons and evenings. However, the difference in
morning and afternoon clinical scores did significantly
correlate with the change in mean plasma levodopa
between morning and afternoon-evening periods and
to a lesser extent with changes in plasma LNAAs
(table 5). In other words, the patients who did poorly
in the afternoon and evening compared with the
morning tended to have lower mean plasma levodopa
concentrations and higher plasma LNAAs in the
afternoon.

Correlation ofplasma LNAA concentrations to
sensitivity to levodopa
There was a two-fold difference in 9 am plasma
LNAAs among patients and a four-fold difference in
threshold levodopa concentrations. The 9 am LNAA
concentrations did not correlate with the threshold or
minimum effective concentrations of levodopa
(r = 0-12, n = 16).
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sensitivity to levodopa. Our data, however, suggest
that for most patients on normal diets, plasma amino
acids are not a major determinant of clinical response
for the reasons below.

First, the variability in plasma LNAAs in Parkin-
son's disease patients on a self-select hospital diet was
similar to that reported for normal individuals,25 but
was small compared with the marked swings in plasma
levodopa concentrations. Thus, if entry of levodopa
into brain is proportional to the ratio of levodopa to
LNAAs then most of the variability in flux will be a
result of the variability in plasma levodopa. This was
confirmed by regression analysis; plasma levodopa
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Fig 1 Levodopa, LNAA and clinical scoresfor a subject
whose motor performance was largely determined by
levodopa concentrations (patient 2). The bottom panel
illustrates the plasma levodopa concentrations (dark line)
and the lagged or running mean (average ofconcurrent and
preceding hour concentrations) (light line). The top panel
illustrates the tapping speed (dark line) and walking speed
(light line). Walking speed is represented as 30 s minus the
walking time (larger values on graph representfaster walking
and better mobility). Clinical scores correlated better with
lagged levodopa than levodopa and were not improved by
calculatingflux (tables 2 & 3). There was no correlation
between clinical scores andplasma LNAA (r = 0 10for both
scores).

Discussion

Because of the competition between LNAAs and
levodopa for transport across the blood-brain barrier,
we postulated that diurnal variations in LNAA levels
might be responsible for some apparently unpredict-
able clinical fluctuations during the day ("on-off'
phenomenon), afternoon worsening and apparent
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Fig 2 Levodopa, LNAA, evodopaflux and clinical scores
for the subject whose clinicalperformance was largely
influenced by plasma LNAAs (patient 5). The bottom panel
illustrates plasma levodopa (dark line) and LNAAs (light
line) concentrations. The middle panel illustrates levodopa
flux (dark line) and mean or laggedflux (light line). The top
panel illustrates clinical scores. Clinical scores did not
correlate with levodopa or mean levodopa but did correlate
with meanflux (tables 2 & 3) and with LNAAs (r - 074
for tapping and r = - 0 60for walking).
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Plasma large neutral amino acids and response to levodopa

Table 4 Diurnal patterns ofLNAAs, levodopa,flux and
clinical scores

Afternoon-Morning

Parameter Difference* Probabilityt

LNAA (nmol/ml) 103 0 01
Levodopa (nmol/ml) 1 3 0.1
Flux (arbitrary units) -0-02 0 9
Tapping (taps/min) 1-6 0-8
Walking (sec) -2-3 0-3
AIMS (arbitrary units) 1 0 04

*Mean of differences (afternoon-evening averages minus morning
averages).
tProbability that difference is significant by paired t test.

concentrations were highly correlated with relative
levodopa flux (mean of correlation coefficients from
each patient = 0-95, SD 0 03) and poorly correlated
with plasma LNAAs (r = 0 32, SD 0 15). This implies
that plasma amino acids contribute 10% of the
variability in the levodopa flux into brain and plasma
levodopa 90%. Ericksson et al0 reached similar
conclusions.

Second, the correlation between clinical ratings and
plasma levodopa concentrations (concurrent or
average of concurrent and previous hour values) was
not significantly improved by considering the plasma
LNAAs and calculating levodopa flux in 10 of the 11
patients. It is pertinent that patient 5, in whom flux was
an appreciably better predictor of clinical response,
had the largest fluctuations in plasma LNAAs. Never-
theless, we conclude that fluctuations in plasma
LNAAs during ingestion of a regular hospital diet are
generally not large enough to be a major contributor
to the fluctuating response.

These results do not contradict other studies show-
ing that very large amino acid loads reduce levodopa
entry into brain'-3 " and the clinical response.9 Two- to
four-fold elevations of plasma LNAAs were observed
in these human studies,89 elevations which are much
larger than those we measured during consumption of
regular hospital diets. Our results do not directly
address the question of the effect of low and high

Table 5 Correlation between differences in morning and
afternoon clinical scores and changes in plasma LNAAs,
levodopa andflux

Linear correlation coefficients

Clinical parameter LNAAs Levodopa Flux

Tapping -0-68* 0-62* 0-74t
Walking 0 56 -0-69* -0-62*
AIMS -0-43 0 67* 0-62*

Increasing Tapping and AIMS scores and decreasing Walking scores
imply improvement in Parkinsonism. Improvement is negatively
correlated with increasing LNAAs and positively correlated with
increasing levodopa. *p < 0 05, tp < 0-01.

protein diets on plasma amino acids and clinical
response. However, subjects 1, 8, and 9 subsequently
participated in a dietary study comparing 1 6 g
protein/kg body weight/day with a 0-8 g/kg diet'8 and
the same dependence of hourly scores on plasma
levodopa rather than LNAA concentrations persisted
although the patients had more "on" time with low
protein diets. Protein content of the diet thus seems to
affect sensitivity or response threshold to levodopa but
plasma levodopa remains the prime determinant ofthe
minute to minute clinical response.
The 19% rise in plasma amino acids in the afternoon

was statistically significant but accompanied by a rise
in plasma levodopa so that there was no alteration in
levodopa flux. This was reflected in no significant
change in the mean of the afternoon clinical scores in
our 11 patients. However, the three patients who
clearly worsened in the afternoon and evening were
those with the greatest increase in plasma LNAAs
(mean 42% increase) while their levodopa concentra-
tions remained relatively stable (mean 6% decrease).
Thus, some afternoon worsening may be related to
increasing plasma LNAAs during the day in response
to protein intake. Nevertheless, the differences bet-
ween morning and afternoon clinical performance
correlated better with the differences in levodopa
concentrations between morning and afternoon-even-
ing than with the differences in LNAA concentrations.

Threshold plasma levodopa concentrations for
clinical response determined during infusion studies
are crude estimates because there is a lag between
elevation ofplasma levodopa and the clinical response
and this lag will depend somewhat upon the rate of
infusion. Furthermore, levodopa and clinical ratings
are done at half-hour intervals, reducing precision.
However, these estimates do give some indication of a
patient's sensitivity to levodopa, differing four-fold
among patients, and generally correlated with the
patient's daily levodopa consumption (mg/kg/day).
The minimum effective levodopa concentrations did
not correlate with 9 am plasma LNAA concentrations,
suggesting that this difference in sensitivity to
levodopa among patients is not largely determined by
plasma LNAAs competing for transport with
levodopa at the blood brain barrier.
Would consideration of other LNAAs not used in

our calculations of flux, specifically histidine, methio-
nine, tryptophan and 3-0-methyldopa, alter our con-
clusions? Probably not. Histidine has a relatively low
affinity for the LNAA carrier29 and methionine is
present in very low concentrations. Moreover, the
plasma concentrations ofboth these amino acids move
in concert with other LNAAs'4 and thus their inclusion
in the calculations of relative levodopa flux would not
substantially change the calculated pattern of
levodopa flux. Plasma tryptophan is largely protein
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bound (and thus largely unmeasurable by our assay)
and its role as a competitor for transport is uncertain.
The levodopa metabolite, 3-0-methyldopa, also uses
the LNAA transport system, but concentrations of
this LNAA are both relatively low and constant
throughout the day, and, as we have argued elsewhere,
are unlikely to contribute much variability to the
relative flux of levodopa.3'
A disturbing feature of our results is the poor linear

correlation between plasma levodopa or levodopa flux
and clinical response. For example, the mean of the
largest regression coefficients obtained by regressing
walking times on concurrent and lagged levodopa or
levodopa fluxes suggests that only 42% (range 16-
76%) of the variability of walking times is accounted
for by levodopa or levodopa flux. In most patients
averaging the concurrent and previous hour levodopa
concentrations or fluxes yielded better correlations,
probably representing a correction for the lag or
hysteresis between changes in plasma levodopa and
clinical response.2630 It may be that there would be a
better correlation between clinical ratings and plasma
levodopa measured 20 to 40 minutes prior to the
clinical rating. This lag may also vary between patients
and represent another pharmacokinetic or phar-
macodynamic variable, similar to plasma clearances
and half-lives.
Another explanation for the relatively poor correla-

tion between plasma levodopa concentration and
clinical response is that the relationship between
plasma levodopa and clinical response is not linear.
We have previously noted that the response in fluc-
tuating patients is largely "all or nothing"26 and many
pharmacodynamic models suggest a logarithmic or
exponential relationship between drug concentrations
and response. Logarithmic and exponential regres-
sions, however, did not significantly improve the
correlation coefficients. Even more complicated dose-
response relationships such as biphasic response with
low concentrations ofdopaminergic agents worsening
mobility and higher concentrations improving
mobility3233 may further distort the correlation. Fin-
ally, repeated dosing during the day may acutely alter
sensitivity to the drug.
The clinical implication of these studies is that

trying to adjust meals to reduce fluctuations in plasma
LNAAs will rarely reduce the fluctuations in response
to levodopa. Indeed, in four patients in whom we
compared clinical response with a diet given as six
evenly spaced meals and as three evenly spaced meals
there was no clinical advantage to the multiple feed-
ings, a result consistent with others' experience.'3 On a
more theoretical level, the poor linear correlation
between plasma levodopa and clinical response
presents a challenge to discover the other factors that
influence clinical response and to develop phar-

Nutt, Woodward, Carter, Trotman

macologic models that better predict the moment to
moment response to levodopa.

We thank the patients for participating in demanding
studies, the nurses of the Clinical Research Center for
careful execution of protocols and empathetic care of
patients, and Ana Gage and Laila Wilby for prepara-
tion of the manuscript. Supported by NIH-NINCDS
ROI NS21062-04 and Clinical Research Center grant
RR 00334.
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